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ABSTRACT

This article examines the Hebrew of a bilingual female speaker, a native of 
Morocco, who recounts a folktale in Hebrew on the theme “charity rescues 
from death”. Analyzed here are features from her native Judeo-Arabic, both 
overt and covert, that appear in the text. Clearly discernible influences of 
Judeo-Arabic on her Hebrew are found in the spheres of lexicon and seman
tics, syntax, and phonology. Seen as the first stage in the development of a 
distinct Israeli Hebrew sociolect, these features have parallels in the speech 
of native Israelis, the second-, third-, and fourth-generations of the immi
gration to Israel from Morocco who reside mainly in the Israeli periphery, 
and mark their spoken Hebrew as a separate Israeli Hebrew sociolect.

IN TR O D U C TIO NT ,JL H E STATE OF ISR A ELS SEVENTH DECADE IS AN A PPRO PR IA TE J U N C -  

ture to reconsider the faces of Modern Israeli Hebrew. If Israel’s early years 
were devoted to intense efforts to establish and disseminate a new lan
guage,1 at present the Hebrew language has achieved independent status, 
Israeli society has crystallized, and the “melting pot” approach has given way 
to a multi-cultural one. My question is: to what extent has the “melting pot” 
vision been realized in contemporary Hebrew? More simply put, is modern 
Hebrew a single standardized language, or can one, in this seventh decade 
of Israeli statehood, isolate sociolects specific to different social groups in 
Israel?2 As I have shown in previous studies, I claim that a sociolect has 
emerged in Israel, one that is characteristic of the speech of residents of 
the geographic and social periphery and which clearly shows the influence
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of the Judeo-Arabic linguistic substrate of those speakers.3 Note that the 
field study on which this conclusion was based focused on the language 
of second-, third-, and even fourth-generation North African immigrants 
to Israel, not the language of the first generation, which is examined here. 
Although the scope of this influence differs from individual to individual 
and from community to community, taken as a whole, its features create 
a clear-cut distinction between the language of the periphery and the lan
guage of the center.4 Today, the language of the periphery draws on, or is 
perhaps even based on, the Judeo-Arabic formerly spoken by their parents 
and grandparents, still heard today among the immigrant generation.5 
This regional and social dialect has almost no written literature other than 
quotations or passages of dialogue in literature. Its main strength is as a 
spoken language.

Elsewhere I have dealt with the lexicographical, morphological, syn
tactic, semantic, and phraseological aspects that comprise this sociolect.6 
Here I explore the first stage in its formation. I examine the Hebrew of a 
first-generation immigrant woman from Morocco and point to aspects of 
the recognizable influence of Judeo-Arabic on her Hebrew (which is her 
second language). Her Hebrew contains features that can be found today 
in the Hebrew of native-born Israelis of Moroccan Jewish ancestry, who 
at present form the largest group among the immigrants from the Muslim 
world,7 and who have had a decisive impact on the culture and language of 
Mizrahi Jews in Israel. My goal, then, is to note the influence and features 
of Judeo-Arabic that shaped the Israeli Hebrew of speakers from the social 
and geographical periphery.

“CH ARITY RESCUES FROM D EATH”: 
ANALYZING T H E HEBREW  OF A M IZRA H I SPEAKER

In the context of Shlomo Izre’el’s CoSIH (Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew) 
project, a recording was made in 1999 of an Israeli woman there labeled 
“Fortuna”. At the time of her interview, Fortuna was sixty-three years old 
and earned her living as a cleaner. She had at that point lived in Israel for 
nearly forty years, having immigrated to Israel from Casablanca in 1961, at 
the age of twenty-five. Although Hebrew was now her primary spoken lan
guage, she could neither read or write Hebrew, nor Judeo-Arabic or French 
(CoSIH questionnaire), her previous spoken languages.8 Fortuna related 
for her interviewer a sacred fable that circulated in North Africa about 
how almsgiving could forestall certain death, following oicotype F*934.9
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The story tells o f a man who, sleeping overnight in a cemetery, overhears a 
conversation between two dead women in which one tells the other that the 
wife of the man sleeping there would be buried next to them the following 
day. After washing and hanging her husband’s pants on the roof, when she 
went to take them down, she would be struck and killed by a stone falling 
from the roof. The man goes home and unsuccessfully attempts to deter his 
wife from washing his pants, and leaves the house so as not to witness the 
anticipated disaster. Meanwhile, the woman prepares supper for the family. 
At that juncture, two poor people arrive and request alms, and the woman 
gives them half of the meal she had prepared. After that, she goes to retrieve 
the clean pants from the roof. While pulling the pants toward her, a stone 
flies off the roof—and passes over her head without inflicting injury. The 
worried husband eventually returns home, and to his joy he encounters a 
great miracle: charity had saved his wife from death.

Jewish folktales with moral lessons are often grounded in talmudic 
or midrashic sources.10 In this case the central m otif o f this story already 
appears in three talmudic legends (b. Shabbat 156b,y. Shabbat 6:10 [8d]), 
about how almsgiving averted death, in these cases from snakebite.11 
These legends carry a clear didactic lesson, prom oting the giving of 
charity to the poor and noting the reward for those who uphold this 
im portant precept.

These ancient sources could well have led to the circulation of literary 
paraphrases among a variety of Jewish communities.12 However, consulta
tion of the University of Haifa’s Dov Noy Israel Folktale Archives (IFA), 
reveals that all the tales dealing with the topic of “charity rescues from 
death” were recorded by storytellers from the Mizrahi communities, primar
ily from Morocco.13 Regarding this specific legend, I found no parallels in 
the printed collections of stories and folktales of Moroccan Jews, but I did 
locate some eight parallels in the oral traditions of that community.14 These 
versions display parallel motifs: (1) A person spending time in a cemetery15 
overhears a conversation between the dead;16 (2) the wife of the person who 
overhears the conversation is destined to die;17 (3) no explanation is pro
vided for why the woman has been condemned to death;18 (4) the washing 
of clothes is the indirect cause of death;19 and (5) in some o f the tales, the 
expected injury to the woman involves a roof—her falling from or a stone 
that flies off the roof—whereas in others there is danger of snakebite, as in 
the talmudic legends.

Fortuna unhesitatingly relates her tale in fluent Hebrew, but anyone 
listening to her story nevertheless apprehends that the story teller is bilin
gual, and the powerful influence of her Judeo-Arabic mother tongue and
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native culture are clearly evident. This influence appears in two categories: 
one literary and the other linguistic. Although I intend to deal primarily 
with the linguistic aspect, I begin by noting a number of salient features of 
this tale’s folkloristic and literary character.

Fortuna relates to her interviewer a sacred tale that circulated orally 
in North Africa, recounted by both men and women. 20 In so doing, she 
transfers the folktale she heard in her parents’ home into a fresh vessel, 
contemporary Hebrew, which, despite its new linguistic guise, preserves the 
traditional narrative framework. Fortuna opens with a short introduction 
inviting the listener to pay attention: “I will tell you something.” 21 She also 
anchors the story in authoritative sources: “This thing’s from the Torah!” 22 

as if to say: I am telling you a story with a significant ethical message, 
and I am not making it up but merely repeating what was recounted by 
important people.23 Only then does she turn to the story itself, beginning 
with the traditional opening: “There [once] was a man . . .” 24 Charmingly 
and tastefully recounted, the dialogues and many dramatic elements in the 
story receive prominence. 25 The storyteller concludes with the moral that 
emerges from the story.

Thinking that the story has ended, Fortuna’s interlocutor says, “Nice 
story,” adding, “Lovely. It’s a lovely story.” She then asks, “Is it a widely- 
known story?” and tries to direct the conversation to a discussion of the 
story’s sources. However, Fortuna does not capitulate and continues to 
adhere to the legend’s narrative framework: she speaks in praise of charity 
to her interlocutor, devoting a good deal of attention and verbiage to the 
moral (about ioo words) : 26 “They always say charity cancels evil decrees,” 
and addresses her interlocutor directly: “Whenever you give alms it’s good. 
Even if you have three shekels, give one shekel of that. Don’t say: he doesn’t 
deserve it, let him go and work. No. What difference does it make to you? 
Give some charity.” When her listener responds defensively and apologeti
cally, “There are a lot now who come asking,” she continues with a variety 
of direct appeals, trying to convince her not to harden her heart but to 
give alms to all who ask: “Don’t ever say ‘No, I won’t give to him. He 
needs to work.’ No! Give to him. What difference does it make to you? It’s 
charity from you,” until finally the recorder gives in and says, “Umm . . . 
my brother always gives.” Fortuna’s approach is very widespread in North 
Africa both orally and in writing.27 A speaker tells a story or legend and 
concludes with general ethical advice connected to the moral of the legend. 
The speaker may address the listeners directly and adjure them to change 
their ways in light of the story. Sometimes the stories are long and the les
sons brief; sometimes the story is merely a rhetorical device and the main
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point is the speaker’s didactic message.28 In this as well, Fortuna evidently 
reproduces the culture of her parental home.

Fortuna’s native tongue and culture are apparent not only in literary 
features of her story, but mainly in its linguistic aspects. Even though she 
has been living in Israel and speaking Hebrew for about forty years, Judeo- 
Arabic is easily discerned in her speech. This folktale affords an opportunity 
to track Judeo-Arabic features in the Hebrew spoken by Israelis of North 
African, especially Moroccan, origin.29 Even though this Hebrew story is 
based on an original Judeo-Arabic version, it would be incorrect to view 
Fortuna’s tale as an exact translation of a Judeo-Arabic morality tale. Nei
ther fixed nor precise, the wording of the original tale is rather variable and 
flexible, which makes it possible for various storytellers to recount it their 
way. This formed the basis for the assumption that the language of the story 
reflects Fortuna’s own Hebrew in everyday speech as well.30 Thus, I direct 
my attention to an examination of the interlingual Judeo-Arabic-Hebrew 
contact and its influence on the Hebrew spoken by Fortuna in recounting 
this tale.

LINGUISTIC FEATURES

Although the influence of Judeo-Arabic on the storyteller’s language is 
evident in every sphere of language,31 the discussion is restricted to a lim
ited number of linguistic features from the lexical-semantic, syntactic, and 
phonological spheres.

Lexicon and Semantics

An initial examination of the storyteller’s language might convey a some
what deceptive impression. She appears to speak fluent Hebrew, but a closer 
look at her vocabulary discloses several Hebrew words that are none other 
than Arabic words in Hebrew guise.

Words

One example is her use of the word [aqsanim, usually
meaning “stubborn ones”]. Toward the end of the story, she says: “He was 
not [me-ha-‘aqsanim, presumably: ‘one of those stubborn types’];
he went to the cemetery at night. He went back to the cemetery.” Clearly, 
from the context, the storyteller is signaling that the character was not 
indolent, but went back to the cemetery in order to hear the dead women 
talking and learn why his wife was saved.
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The use of the term lW]?y (‘aqsan) to denote indolent is surprising, 
because the semantic connections between y^py and ibyy ( 'aslan), the term 
for “lazy person”, are not transparent and it is difficult to assume that this 
reflects an internal Hebrew semantic shift. We could, of course, dismiss 
this as an “error” or “slip of the tongue” on the speaker’s part, but reference 
to the lexicon of her native Judeo-Arabic reveals a simple solution: ‘aksanl 
‘agzan in that language means “lazy”.32 Here the speaker has taken the 
Arabic form and embedded it in her Hebrew, even adding Hebrew affixes 
for the definite article and plural number marking. She did not take into 
account that, in Hebrew, the term ‘aqsan denotes an uncompromising 
person, not an indolent one as in Arabic.

■]30Q. Another Hebrew-Arabic word common in the informant’s 
speech, and of many Israelis in the periphery, is ]?QQ (misken, commonly 
pronounced “maskeh’). In contemporary Hebrew, '3QC denotes an unfor
tunate person, someone in need of assistance and compassion.33 In North 
African Judeo-Arabic, however, the term does not necessarily carry a nega
tive connotation, conveying instead sympathy toward the person to whom 
it is applied. The entry in Colin’s dictionary of Moroccan Arabic for misken 
(p. 1836) is: “malheureux; pauvre diable,” alongside “individu inoffensif, 
humble, modeste; individu qui mene une vie paisible . . . d’un caractere 
doux et tranquille.” The expression meaning “a misken person” he even 
translates both as “pauvre diable” and as “d’un caractere tranquille, modeste 
et reserve”.34 Indeed, in the language of the Israeli periphery, we hear such 
sentences as “[That] miskenah [feminine singular form of misken] made all 
the food for her engagement party,” or “Let her go around ahead of you 
in line, the miskenah, she’s in a hurry to get to work.” The whole intent in 
using the expression “masken” is to express identification with, sympathy 
for, and even appreciation of the person to whom the word is applied.

Fortuna too uses the term “maskenah” in these senses. For example: 
“So, the maskenah, she wanted to take down the pants. It flew—the stone— 
over her head, behind her.” In addition to the Arabic sense discernible in 
her use of the term, Fortuna’s pronunciation too, maskina, resembles that 
of the Arabic cognate, further strengthening our claim that the word she 
uses is Arabic dressed up as Hebrew.

Dty. The verb Diy {'azav, “left”) in the sense of “left behind” occurs 
several times in our story. The first time, the woman wants to wash her 
husband’s pants, and when he refuses she replies: “I have to touch it. I won’t 
leave it (iniX DTSP)”. The second occurrence is when she invites the poor 
man to eat, and the storyteller says: “She gave him half a [loaf of] bread. 
She left half for herself (rpjy ’Si] nb’Dtys).” An examination of the meaning
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of the verb 3T57 (azav) reveals that in the first sentence the meaning is to 
leave behind, to let go of something, and this indeed fits the context: the 
woman refuses to let go of the pants, which she holds onto insistently. This 
sense o fD T S ?  is familiar from all strata of Hebrew (Ben-Yehuda, pp. 4403-6; 
Even-Shoshan, p. 1361). The meaning of the verb in the second instance, 
however, is surprising, since the sense of letting go of something is inappro
priate there. Why should she let go of the bread? The syntax, too, provides 
no support for that meaning, since the proposition (bisvil, “for [the
benefit of]”) is incongruent with the act of letting go.

Arabic is clearly at work here too. The verb 'azav is employed here in 
the sense of “left behind”. The woman gave the poor man half a loaf of 
bread and “left” the other half for herself. This is a classic caique: in North 
African Arabic the verb xella denotes both senses of “leave”, to let go and 
to leave behind.35 The use of the verb 2 T V  by Fortuna borrows an additional 
meaning from the Arabic usage with which she is familiar. This caique, it 
should be noted, is not unique to Fortuna’s speech. It occurs not infre
quently in the language of the Israeli periphery in writing and in speech.36

Analysis of Fortuna’s language also shows the presence of Hebrew 
words whose meaning diverges from their accepted sense in contemporary 
Hebrew.

rnin. The Hebrew word rnifi (“Torah”) was imported into North 
African Judeo-Arabic where the meaning of the term al-Torah (with the 
definite article) was broadened beyond its narrow sense as denoting the Five 
Books of Moses, to apply to all areas of Judaism.37 All Jewish sources— law 
and lore and even Hebrew— can be called “Torah”. Thus, for example, an 
informant from Tunisia told me (in Judeo-Arabic): “On Hoshana Rabbah, 
we sing Torah piyyutim,”38 by which she meant “liturgical poems sung in 
Hebrew”.

Telling our story, Fortuna begins: “This is from the Torah, what I want 
to tell you.” Even though it is clear to her that this folktale was not given 
at Sinai and not inscribed in the Five Books of Moses, she uses the Hebrew 
term “Torah” in its customary meaning in her native Jewish dialect.

.rDJ) The Hebrew noun rDJ3 (nedava) also made its way into Judeo- 
Arabic and other Jewish languages, serving, for the most part, as a synonym 
for another Hebrew term, ni?"$ (sedaka, translated above as “charity” or 
“alms”). The use of raj? to denote alms is not found in classical sources, 
and seems to have been an innovation in Jewish languages other than 
Hebrew.39 Even though that late meaning of the term is noted in contem
porary Hebrew dictionaries (Ben-Yehudah, Cnaani, Even-Shoshan, as well 
as Rav-Milim and Milon ha-hoveh), in practice it does not appear widely
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in spoken Hebrew as a separate term. The frequent term currently used for 
that phenomenon is .ni?T£ The term 337) appears almost only in forms of 
the collocation flSp 3137} (qibbus nedavot “collecting alms”).40 The example 
listed in the Rav-Milim dictionary (p. 1179) for the usage of 337} is, in fact, 
“The drunk sat on the street corner and collected handouts (fD’pl 31373).” 
Even a Google search reveals that 3373 has very limited distribution (mostly 
in citations from classical sources, in the collocation pi3i? 31373 1° various 
forms, and as a surname), whereas 3|?73 has a wider range of appearances.

In Israel’s periphery, however, this word is more common, paralleling 
the use of .3i?71J See, for example, what Yonatan, a young man in his thir
ties, says: “I don’t want to live off the nedavot of others.”41 Our storyteller, 
too, uses the term 333] in the sense of “money given to the poor”. It is 
interesting to note, though, the choice she exercises here: in recounting the 
legend, she places the expression “requests a “3313 in the beggar’s mouth, 
perhaps viewing this term as more authentic in the context of a story from 
the “Torah” rooted in her parental culture. Interestingly, in spelling out 
the moral of the story for her listener, Fortuna makes exclusive use of the 
term 3i?73f (five times), evidently thinking that the latter term would be 
more familiar to her interlocutor and more appropriate for general Israeli 
discourse.

Phrases and Expressions

h’il n'i-T (eset hayit). This expression appears twice in Fortuna’s story. In both 
instances, it provides a positive description of the woman who was to have 
been brought to burial. The first occurs in the preliminary conversation of 
the two dead women in the cemetery: “She said to her, ‘What a woman! 
An !h’n rWX Really something’!” The other is in the dead women’s second 
dialogue: 317X3 h’O” [the eset hayi[\, the woman who is supposed to come 
live with her.” Note that in the first instance, nipk h’3 describes the woman 
who was to arrive at the cemetery, whereas in the second instance the phrase 
has been nominalized by the addition of the definite article.

This expression was not coined by Fortuna. Its source is the book of 
Proverbs (ch. 31), a paean to the industrious, God-fearing woman. Recited 
or sung by Jews on Friday night, before the festive Sabbath dinner, it 
became the custom to recite it at women’s funerals as well. Examina
tion of the expression’s meaning shows that Jewish languages are divided, 
each highlighting a different aspect of the poem in Proverbs. In Yiddish, 
the term denotes a clever, quick, industrious, efficient woman, one even 
involved in trade.42 In the various Judeo-Arabic-speaking communities it 
referred specifically to the woman’s spiritual level: God-fearing, righteous,
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and possessed of fine qualities, taking on in addition the sense of a woman 
who had died.43 In the Jewish communities of Bayonne in southern France 
as well, the term was employed to denote a woman who was deceased.44 
This use of the phrase probably emerged from the custom of beginning a 
woman’s funeral by reciting that chapter of Proverbs, and may be a euphe
mism designed to distance the speaker from death and the dead.

From Jewish languages, this expression made its way directly into 
modern Hebrew.45 It seems, however, that here too, as in many other 
instances, it was the meaning of the term in Yiddish that was accepted 
in Israeli Hebrew. This is well documented in the dictionaries of modern 
Hebrew. In the Ben-Yehuda dictionary (p. 409), which generally relies 
on classical sources, no additional modern sense acquired from Jewish 
languages is mentioned, but Even-Shoshan (p. 129), Rav-Milim, and even 
Rosenthal’s Dictionary o f Hebrew Idioms and Phrases (p. 79) refer to the 
sense of diligence, alacrity, efficiency, and energy, as in Yiddish usage, but 
do not mention the spiritual praise of the woman that appears in the pas
sage in Proverbs and characterizes the use of the phrase in Jewish languages 
of the Middle East and North Africa.

As noted, in presenting the conversations in the cemetery Fortuna 
uses this expression twice, and her praise for the woman who is to be 
brought there is focused neither on her alacrity nor her tremendous energy 
but on her fine moral qualities, which will come to the fore as the story 
unfolds. In the first conversation, this is emphasized in the second woman’s 
response to the “news” that this “esethayil, really something” is to become 
her neighbor the next day: “If only! I’m waiting.” Clearly, this deceased 
woman is not likely to be enthusiastic about an industrious, efficient living 
woman becoming her neighbor, since there is no point to industrious
ness or efficiency in the world of the dead. There is, however, reason to 
be enthused about a woman possessing fine qualities and virtues, which 
will be assets for her in the “world of truth” that awaits after death. Fur
thermore, the meaning of “a deceased woman” borne by the phrase DÎ 'X 
7?n, known (as we have mentioned) from Judeo-Arabic, is very appropri
ate in this context: in both of its appearances, the expression is used by 
dead women buried in a cemetery, telling about a newly deceased woman 
about to arrive. Thus, in this instance as well, Fortuna uses a well-known, 
common Hebrew expression, but in a sense consistent with her native 
Jewish language.

bosn S’by/’by .nm b [tdbtdl 'lih/'lik h-gzira) .46 The central axis of our 
story is the cancellation of the death sentence by virtue of performance of 
the commandment to donate to charity. The phrase for the cancellation of
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a decree, blB? mj$ (bittul gezera), appears seven times in the story in various 
forms, and the influence of the Judeo-Arabic substrate on the storyteller’s 
language is discernible for almost all of them.

At the beginning of the episode and the encounter with the poor man, 
the storyteller already has recourse to Arabic and uses a complete Judeo- 
Arabic expression that was in common use in her language: ’by b’OBn m ub 
(,tdbtdl ‘Li Id-gzird). Only after using the Arabic expression four times in a 
row does she switch to Hebrew translations of the expression. The use of the 
original Arabic expression seems to manifest the storyteller’s sense that she 
can express with precision the notion that is the essence of the story—the 
cancellation of an evil decree—only in the Judeo-Arabic in which she had 
been raised. It may also be that she felt that by citing the Arabic expression 
she was continuing the tradition learned in her mother’s home and passing 
it on to her young listener. Replacing or translating the phrase might have 
detracted from her sense of identification with its value-laden message in a 
manner that would harm her status as a cultural agent. Indeed, the inclu
sion of expressions from Jewish languages is attested among informants 
recounting various folktales.47

As mentioned above, of the seven appearances of this expression, 
four are in Judeo-Arabic. In two of its appearances in Hebrew, traces of 
the underlying Arabic are evident. One instance, ITby mun nbt333 (nivtela 
ha-gezera 'aleha), is a word-for-word loan translation of the Arabic expres
sion, including the preposition ‘al. The storyteller has even transformed the 
Arabic reflexive form into a Hebrew reflexive form, the nifal pattern, and 
the morphological and syntactic result is not at all normative.

In the second appearance, TVnun FIN btnn n p fy n  HX (et ha-sfdaqa 
mevattel et ha-gezerot), the speaker appears at first to have moved into 
proper Hebrew, but is in fact still encumbered by Judeo-Arabic in mistak
enly translating the Arabic definite article al as an object marker. She also 
fails to match the gender of the verb and the subject. Here too, the result 
is syntactically improper.

The influence of Arabic is evident in paraphrases of the Arabic expres
sion as well. Four times, the storyteller uses the present passive form 
(“cancelled”). In three instances, she pronounces the letter 3 {bet) as a 
stop rather than a fricative: mebuttelet, as in Arabic and not in Hebrew.48 
However, in the expression’s final appearance, when Fortuna translates the 
Arabic into Hebrew for the benefit of her listener, who does not under
stand Arabic, she is careful to use a fricative: “May the decree be cancelled 
{mevutta[) for you.”49
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S yntax

This section examines three syntactic issues that emerge from Fortuna’s 
usage, but they are not unique to bilingual speakers such as Fortuna. 
Frequently found among Israeli Hebrew speakers from the periphery who 
are native speakers of Judeo-Arabic, this once again uncovers the lasting 
influence of Judeo-Arabic on contemporary Hebrew.

Prepositions. Prepositions are a sphere that clearly reflects the influ
ence of one language on another among bilingual speakers. And indeed, 
in both the Hebrew spoken in the periphery50 and Fortuna’s story, we can 
discern prepositional use that diverges from normative use in contemporary 
Hebrew.

Thus, we find in Fortuna’s language a sentence such as “He 
found his wife at the table, with the children, eating, drinking,” where “at 
the table” is expressed by in ^ '3  (lit. “in the table”). Obviously, her intent 
is not that the woman was inside the table with her children, but rather 
at the table, sitting beside it. Additionally, the absence of the direct object 
marker nx (the sentence begins: “. . . XXQ”)— “He found his wife”
with the object of the verb, “his wife”, unmarked grates on the Israeli ear. 
We would have expected Fortuna to say ink'll T1? W'X XXQ (using the 
usual preposition for “at” in the sense of “located next to [the table]”) as 
the beginning of the sentence. A comparison with Arabic shows this to be 
a standard, normative construction there: Iqa mort-o fo-l-mida.

Direct object marker. Fortuna’s use of the direct object marker, too, 
is not always in accord with accepted norms. In Arabic there is no object 
marker equivalent to the Hebrew DX (et), which marks a definite direct 
object, and the Arabic speaker marks a direct object with the definite 
particle. Given that difference, the interlingual contact between Hebrew 
and Arabic would be likely to cause bilingual speakers to perceive the 
definite article as indicating both definiteness and a direct object. In fact, 
we find Fortuna employing the Hebrew definite article as a direct object 
marker, as when she says UTCIH jv  pXH nx bPfl (“the stone will fall on 
her head”)— tagging the subject ,pXH) “the stone”) with the marker for a 
definite direct object. The same is true of her statement: n$ btpZ? ni?"pn DX 
nilTjn (“charity cancels evil decrees”), again tagging the subject with the 
indicator of a direct object.

Compound tenses. The use of compound tenses (a form of the verb 
rrn [to be] followed by a participle) is discussed at length in the scholarly 
literature on the Hebrew language. It has been characterized as the usage 
of schoolchildren from underprivileged backgrounds,51 and of uneducated
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speakers.52 I suggest rather that this evidences the influence of Arabic- 
Hebrew interlingual contact.53 In Fortuna’s story I found the use of an 
extended compound tense in the woman’s words to her husband: Uypp” 
“mob Bpbin ’JV’n (“I was almost going to die”), a statement in which speak
ers of standard modern Hebrew would employ the past tense of the verb, 
saying instead ‘YBftb TObn uyps” or something similar. It would not occur 
to them to use the compound past tense, which in contemporary usage 
generally indicates habitual or repeated action, or a negated condition, or 
other such specific conditions.54

It should be noted that later on in the story, when the woman goes on 
to tell her husband about the incident, she uses a similar phrase: “I pulled 
the pants [toward me], and almost— if a stone had landed on my head, I 
would have been gone (’IV’n Bpbin)” or “. . . I would have been a goner” 
(i.e., dead). Here the compound tense represents a negated condition, a 
usage in keeping with the norm in contemporary Hebrew.55

Lack o f  agreement in number. Interlingual contact frequently brings 
about changes in perception of a noun’s gender. An example in our story 
is the noun D’CQPft (“pants”). In Judeo-Arabic, the concept is expressed by 
a noun whose form is singular, sarwal, as well as a plural form, sarawal,56 
whereas the Hebrew is a dual noun form.57 O ur speaker perpetuates the 
practice of her substrate language, consistently relating to CPCppQ as a singu
lar and not a dual/plural form. All the references to the pants appear with 
singular pronouns: iBiX D33B (“launder it”), iBiX n^BB (“hang it up”); V fj  
O’tyB (“p u t . . .  on it”); iniX 0331? (“to launder it”); X'b ’yjJB 13 (“don’t touch 
it”); 13 y'^7 B3in (“have to touch it”); Xb 3TJ£ 1B1X (“won’t let it go”); lBiX 
X’yin (“take it out”); np’JpH iniX (“put it in”); iniX npp? (“laundered it”); 
inix bb^b (“hung it up”); vby nato (“p u t . . .  on it”); iBix ’irbri (“I hung it 
up”); ’Bawl Tby (“and I p u t . . .  on it”).

Phonology

It is widely recognized that the influence of the phonological substrate in 
the speech of bilingual individuals is quite noticeable. This statement is 
further validated by a phonological analysis of Fortuna’s language.

Consonants

1 [r]. Only a trilled, alveolar r sound appears in Fortuna’s speech. I did not 
find even a single appearance of the common Israeli uvular r.

Pharyngeals: n, y  [', h], Fortuna consistently preserves the pharyn
geal y. This raises questions about the origin of Hebrew—Arabic parallel 
words, such as the preposition by ( ‘at). Fortuna pronounces that word
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with a pharyngeal V and no vowel, as in Arabic, so that, for example, in 
the sequence n'ppFl iniX by (“hang it on the roof”), where in standard 
Hebrew the last two words would be pronounced ‘al[h]a-gag, Fortuna says 
'l-a-gag. It is difficult to determine whether we are witnessing a Hebrew 
word with an elided vowel or an Arabic word with the same sense as its 
Hebrew cognate, used in a Hebrew sentence.

A different picture emerges regarding the realization of the fricative n. 
Fortuna regularly tends to pronounce this consonant as a velar fricative as 
in the standard Israeli pronunciation. Here and there, though, one can hear 
a pharyngeal ri; I found that realization of n in Fortuna’s pronunciation of 
the words 03 (“koah”) and “033” (“bekoah”) and the verbs O^O (“hilka ) 
and H303 (“mehaka ).

Emphatics: 0 ,p ,X [s, q, t]. Fortuna does not preserve the Judeo- 
Arabic pronunciation of the emphatic consonants, and does not distinguish 
between n and D. (The emphatic nature of the latter is different in Arabic, 
transcribed by linguists as t.) She also makes no distinction between 3 and 
p. (The emphatic nature of the latter is again different in Arabic, transcribed 
by linguists as q.) The Arabic realization of the consonant X, too, is not 
preserved in Fortuna’s Hebrew, and she pronounces it as an affricate: ts. 
Thus, for example: n$n (“rotsa ), HNX) (“yats'a”), ronx (“tsrixa”), nirb^n 
(“hitslixa"), TPX (“tsarix”), and others. But in the word ,np7X a key term in 
our story, the storyteller preserves the original unaffricated pronunciation 
(although without emphasis), s (and not ts), always realized as an alveolar 
fricative, unvoiced (r) or voiced (z), so that the words are pronounced either 
sdaka or zdaka.58

3 .3 [b, v], Arabic has no fricative version of its b consonant— neither 
a bilabial b fricative (as in Spanish) nor a labio-dental [v] (as in modern 
Hebrew). Thus, Arabic speakers have trouble pronouncing the Hebrew 
allophones f  and v. Fortuna has no trouble pronouncing fricative [v\, but 
here and there we find an irregular instance of her substituting its coun
terpart stop, 3 (b) instead. We encountered this in her pronunciation of 
h’3tp3 as “bishbiE and of rnp’as “yibrax.” This realization is particularly 
prominent in the passive participle ,n'?333 which is always pronounced 
with a b (“mebutelet"),59 I noted the significance of the preservation of the 
Judeo-Arabic realization above.

Gemination. Gemination— the doubling of a consonant, a feature 
that occurs in certain phonetic situations in classical Hebrew (marked by 
a dages) but is rarely heard in standard Israeli Hebrew today— is practiced 
in Judeo-Arabic both in Arabic words,60 and in the traditional chanting 
of the Bible and the Mishnah.61 Even so, Fortuna’s Hebrew is devoid of
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gemination except for two instances: rnTJH IT1?? HTvQj] (“. . . haggezera 
. . .”) and ttttTin *75? J3$ ’b n'jSiJ (“. . . harros . . In both instances, the 
speaker geminates the consonant that follows a definite article, as practiced 
in both the Hebrew component and the Arabic of her native Judeo-Arabic. 
The influence of Arabic is so pronounced that in the second example 
,(WXhn) the gemination occurs in a consonant (~l) that is not geminated in 
standard Hebrew grammar.62

Vowels

[e, ij. These two vowels are not fully distinguished in Fortuna’s speech. 
She sometimes voices an i instead of an e (rP7—“r i y a h ~bx— “ilix 
mjSS— “i b r a x Wj?39— “mivakef), and sometimes she voices a central 
vowel, making it difficult to determine just which vowel we are hearing. 
It should be noted, however, that the speaker does attempt to distinguish 
between these vowels, and the influence of Arabic here, while present, is 
not especially strong.

[o, u]. The distinction between these vowels is present in many 
instances. On occasion, I found a word with u realized as o. Thus, nb33? 
is pronounced “mbotelet.”

S tress

In telling her story, Fortuna adheres to the standard patterns of stress in 
contemporary Hebrew: the ultimate syllable is stressed, except in certain 
categories of words in which we find penultimate stress. The first example 
of penultimate stress, “masu, m asu\ is pronounced exactly as in
contemporary spoken Hebrew today, but two other examples are rooted in 
Moroccan Judeo-Arabic. In the phrase b?n normally (in both classical 
and modern Hebrew) pronounced with stress on both penults {eset hayil), 
has ultimate stress in Fortuna’s Hebrew: eset-hayil. The noun m jj (gzera), 
which in classical and modern standard Hebrew has ultimate stress {gzera), 
has penultimate stress in the Judeo-Arabic expression 3’by bD3n mub: gzera. 
The fact that these two exceptions occur in central motifs of the story—the 
praiseworthy action and the cancellation of the edict of death—should not 
be overlooked. It is only natural that the speaker should attempt to preserve 
the spirit of the original folktale.

To summarize my findings, we can characterize Fortuna’s spoken 
Hebrew as unhesitant and fluent. To recall, she does not read or write 
Hebrew. Her language contains Hebrew words and expressions from a 
middle and higher register, including terms from educated speech, such 
as n’3 rtt1?? (cemetery), ,rnn ,rQJ3 and b’ll Fortuna’s Hebrew also
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reveals, however, the contact between her two languages: Judeo-Arabic 
and contemporary spoken Hebrew. The influence of that contact is quite 
evident in her phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics, and in her 
discourse strategies— not analyzed here— as well. We need to distinguish 
among those areas, however. Although the influence o f Judeo-Arabic pho
nology is primarily characteristic of the first bilingual generation and its 
indicators become fewer (although still present) among the second and 
third generations of Israelis of Moroccan origin, in other areas of language 
we have found phenomena similar to those in Fortuna’s Hebrew in the lan
guage of young Israelis from the periphery. We have seen, for example, that 
the verb 3TV used in the sense of “left behind” is common in the periphery, 
and the usage of such nouns as rQ"7} and in the senses borrowed from 
Judeo-Arabic. Even whole expressions from Judeo-Arabic, such as m il1? 
*70311 ybl} and characteristic uses of prepositions and the compound tense, 
are shared by Fortuna’s Hebrew and that of the present-day Israeli periphery. 
These findings indicate clearly the strength of Judeo-Arabic influence in the 
formation of a socio-geographic sociolect of contemporary Hebrew, which 
reflects a natural process of contact between the Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic 
languages.

It should also be noted that for historical reasons, that contact did not 
impact the early phase of the modern revival of the Hebrew language.63 It 
is discernible only from the mid-twentieth century, with the mass immi
gration of Jews from North Africa and the Middle East. This may be why 
that sociolect remained on the margins o f Israeli society and did not extend 
beyond the bounds of the Mizrahi sector.
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